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By Lars Gustafsson

Copper Canyon Press, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Lars
Gustafsson has an uncompromising vision of the utter complexity of modern life. --The New York
Times Book Review Gustafsson s A Time in Xanadu, his third translated collection of poems,
manages to be personal and quirky while also deeply philosophical. --ForeWord Few poets today
can so easily without overwriting bridge centuries and minutes, to use the title of one of Gustafson s
poems. --Harvard Review From the moment it begins, Lars Gustafsson s A Time in Xanadu throws
open questions of geography and narration. Where are we? How do we know? Throughout the
book, the speaker s voice proves a powerful one as it muses on questions of travel, war, philosophy,
and thought itself. The language of Gustafsson s poems is sparse, and his lines are compact and
taut. But beneath the neat surfaces of these poems lie surreal and sometimes eerie landscapes: a
castle in Cremona, Italy; those white, strangely meaningless / days between Christmas and New
Year; a library which is a kind of subway. There are strains of Ezra Pound in this work, and allusions
to great continental thinkers--Goethe, Fichte, Nietzsche, Einstein--drift across...
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Complete information! Its such a great study. It is probably the most amazing book i have got study. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Rog er  Luettg en III--  Mr . Rog er  Luettg en III

This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel
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